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1 EDITORIAL 2

1 Editorial

Welcome to the fifty eighth edition of ExoPlanet News. For the first time I can remember, this month we have no

advertisements for conferences, job vacancies or other announcements. I’m sure that regular contributors will rectify

that for the next edition! Nonetheless, we do have an excellent selection of abstracts of recent papers and the usual

long list of relevant papers seen in the last month’s astro-ph listings.

The next edition of the newsletter is planned for early May 2013, so please send anything relevant over the next few

weeks to exoplanet@open.ac.uk, and it will appear then. Remember that past editions of this newsletter, submission

templates and other information can be found at the ExoPlanet News website: http://exoplanet.open.ac.uk.

Best wishes

Andrew Norton

The Open University

2 Abstracts of refereed papers

Evolution of Planetary Systems with Time Dependent Stellar Mass Loss

F. C. Adams1,2, K. R. Anderson1, A. M. Bloch3

1 Physics Department, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
2 Astronomy Department, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
3 Department of Mathematics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, in press, arXiv:1303.3841

Observations indicate that intermediate mass stars, binary stars, and stellar remnants often host planets; a complete

explanation of these systems requires an understanding of how planetary orbits evolve as their central stars lose

mass. Motivated by these dynamical systems, this paper generalizes in two directions previous studies of orbital

evolution in planetary systems with stellar mass loss: [1] Many previous treatments focus on constant mass loss

rates and much of this work is carried out numerically. Here we study a class of single planet systems where the

stellar mass loss rate is time dependent. The mass loss rate can be increasing or decreasing, but the stellar mass

always decreases monotonically. For this class of models, we develop analytic approximations to specify the final

orbital elements for planets that remain bound after the epoch of mass loss, and find the conditions required for the

planets to become unbound. We also show that for some mass loss functions, planets become unbound only in the

asymptotic limit where the stellar mass vanishes. [2] We consider the chaotic evolution for two planet systems with

stellar mass loss. Here we focus on a model consisting of analogs of Jupiter, Saturn, and the Sun. By monitoring the

divergence of initially similar trajectories through time, we calculate the Lyapunov exponents of the system. This

analog solar system is chaotic in the absence of mass loss with Lyapunov time in the range 5 - 10 Myr; we find that

the Lyapunov time decreases with increasing stellar mass loss rate, with a nearly linear relationship between the

two time scales. Taken together, the results of this paper help provide an explanation for a wide range of dynamical

evolution that occurs in solar systems with stellar mass loss.

Download/Website: http://arxiv.org/abs/1303.3841

Contact: fca@umich.edu
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HST Spectral Mapping of L/T Transition Brown Dwarfs Reveals Cloud Thickness
Variations

D. Apai1,2, J. Radigan3,4, E. Buenzli1, A. Burrows5, I. N. Reid4, R. Jayawardhana4

1 Department of Astronomy and Steward Observatory, The University of Arizona, 933 N. Cherry Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85721
2 Department of Planetary Sciences and Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, 1629 E. University Blvd, Tucson, AZ 85721
3 Department of Astronomy, University of Toronto, 50 St. George Street, Toronto, M5S 3H4, Canada
4 Space Telescope Science Institute, 3700 San Martin Drive, Baltimore, MD 21212
5 Department of Astrophysical Sciences, 105 Peyton Hall, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544

The Astrophysical Journal, in press (arXiv:1303.4151)

Most directly imaged giant exoplanets are fainter than brown dwarfs with similar spectra. To explain their relative

underluminosity unusually cloudy atmospheres have been proposed. However, with multiple parameters varying

between any two objects, it remained difficult to observationally test this idea. We present a new method, sensitive

time-resolved Hubble Space Telescope near-infrared spectroscopy, to study two rotating L/T transition brown dwarfs

(2M2139 and SIMP0136). The observations provide spatially and spectrally resolved mapping of the cloud decks of

the brown dwarfs. The data allow the study of cloud structure variations while other parameters are unchanged. We

find that both brown dwarfs display variations of identical nature: J- and H-band brightness variations with minimal

color and spectral changes. Our light curve models show that even the simplest surface brightness distributions

require at least three elliptical spots. We show that for each source the spectral changes can be reproduced with a

linear combination of only two different spectra, i.e. the entire surface is covered by two distinct types of regions.

Modeling the color changes and spectral variations together reveal patchy cloud covers consisting of a spatially

heterogenous mix of low-brightness, low-temperature thick clouds and brighter, thin and warm clouds. We show

that the same thick cloud patches seen in our varying brown dwarf targets, if extended to the entire photosphere,

predict near-infrared colors/magnitudes matching the range occupied by the directly imaged exoplanets that are

cooler and less luminous than brown dwarfs with similar spectral types. This supports the models in which thick

clouds are responsible for the near infrared properties of these ”underluminous” exoplanets.

Download/Website: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2013arXiv1303.4151A

Contact: apai@arizona.edu
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Figure 1: (Apai et al.) Spectra at the faintest and brightest stages of the two brown dwarfs show prominent water,

potassium, and methane absorption features with similar depths. The ratio of the minimum over maximum spectra

(minor panels on left) show variations with weak wavelength-dependence in the continuum and in the potassium,

sodium and methane features, but demonstrate lower-amplitude variations in the 1.4 µm water band. The period-

folded J-band light curves (right) reveal variations in the surface brightness distributions of these two targets. Red

and black colors show data from the first and sixth orbit for 2M2139, which perfectly overlap if a 0.5% flux scaling is

allowed, consistent with the photometric stability on a 2σ level. In contrast, SIMP0136 displays light curve evolution

over 5 hours present both in the absolute levels and the light curve shape at levels well above our uncertainties.
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Spatially Resolved Images of Dust Belt(s) Around the Planet-hosting Subgiant κ
CrB

Amy Bonsor1, Grant M. Kennedy2, Justin R. Crepp3, John A. Johnson4, Mark C. Wyatt 2, Bruce Sibthorpe5 and

Kate Y. L. Su6

1 UJF-Grenoble 1 / CNRS-INSU, Institut de Plantologie et d’Astrophysique de Grenoble (IPAG) UMR 5274, Grenoble, F-38041, France
2 Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 OHA, UK
3 Department of Physics, University of Notre Dame, 225 Nieuwland Science Hall, Notre Dame, IN 46556, USA
4 Department of Astronomy, California Institute of Technology, 1200 E. California Blvd., Pasadena, CA 91125, USA
5 SRON Netherlands Institute for Space Research, Zernike Building, P.O. Box 800, 9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlands
6 Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, 933 N Cherry Ave., Tucson, AZ 85721

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, in press, arXiv:1302.7000

We present Herschel spatially resolved images of the debris disc orbiting the subgiant κ CrB. Not only are these the

first resolved images of a debris disc orbiting a subgiant, but κ CrB is a rare example of an intermediate mass star

where a detailed study of the structure of the planetary system can be made, including both planets and planetesimal

belt(s). The only way to discover planets around such stars using the radial velocity technique is to observe ‘retired’

A stars, which are cooler and slower rotators compared to their main-sequence counterparts. A planetary companion

has already been detected orbiting the subgiant κ CrB, with revised parameters of m sin i = 2.1MJ and apl =

2.8AU (Johnson et al., 2008). We present additional Keck I HIRES radial velocity measurements that provide

evidence for a second planetary companion, alongside Keck II AO imaging that places an upper limit on the mass of

this companion. Modelling of our Herschel images shows that the dust is broadly distributed, but cannot distinguish

between a single wide belt (from 20 to 220AU) or two narrow dust belts (at around 40 and 165AU). Given the

existence of a second planetary companion beyond ∼3AU it is possible that the absence of dust within ∼ 20AU is

caused by dynamical depletion, although the observations are not inconsistent with depletion of these regions by

collisional erosion, which occurs at higher rates closer to the star.

Download/Website: http://ipag.osug.fr/ bonsora/kappacrb.pdf

Contact: amy.bonsor@gmail.com
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Figure 2: (Bonsor et al.) The resolved 100µm

Herschel PACS observations of the debris disc

orbiting κ CrB, after subtraction of the stellar

PSF.
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Direct-imaging discovery of a 12–14 Jupiter-mass object orbiting a young binary
system of very low-mass stars

P. Delorme, 1 J. Gagné, 2 J.H. Girard, 3 A.M. Lagrange, 1 G. Chauvin, 1 M-E. Naud, 2 D. Lafrenière, 2 R. Doyon,
2 A. Riedel, 4 M. Bonnefoy 5 and L. Malo 2

1 UJF-Grenoble 1 / CNRS-INSU, Institut de Planétologie et d’Astrophysique de Grenoble (IPAG) UMR 5274, Grenoble, F-38041, France
2 Département de physique and Observatoire du Mont Mégantic, Université de Montréal, C.P. 6128, Succursale Centre-Ville, Montréal, QC

H3C 3J7, Canada
3 European Southern Observatory, Alonso de Crdova 3107, Vitacura, Cassilla 19001, Santiago, Chile
4 Department of Astrophysics, American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10034, USA
5 Max Planck Institute for Astronomy, Königstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany

Astronomy & Astrophysics Letters, in press (arXiv:1303.4525)

Though only a handful of extrasolar planets have been discovered via direct-imaging, each of these discoveries had

a tremendous impact on our understanding of planetary formation, stellar formation and cool atmosphere physics.

Since many of these newly imaged giant planets orbit massive A or even B stars we investigate whether giant

planets could be found orbiting low-mass stars at large separations. We have been conducting an adaptive optic

imaging survey to search for planetary-mass companions of young M dwarfs in the solar neigbourhood, in order

to probe different initial conditions of planetary formation. We report here the direct-imaging discovery of 2MASS

J01033563-5515561(AB)b, a 12-14 MJup companion at a projected separation of 84 AU from a pair of young

late-M stars, with which it shares proper motion. We also detected a Keplerian-compatible orbital motion. This

young L-type object at the planet/brown dwarf mass boundary is the first ever imaged around a binary system at a

separation compatible with formation in a disc.

Download/Website: http://arxiv.org/abs/1303.4525

Contact: philippe.delorme@obs.ujf-grenoble.fr

Figure 3: (Delorme et al.) Left: 2MASS0103(AB)b in October 2002, with NACO in H-band Right:

2MASS0103(AB)b in November 2012, with NACO in L′ band. The green arrow shows the position of the com-

panion in 2002. The light-blue circle identifies the expected position of the companion if it had been a background

source. The host binary was also resolved in 2002, in H-band, but this is not visible because of the intensity scale

used.
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Static compression of porous dust aggregates

A. Kataoka1,2, H. Tanaka3, S. Okuzumi4,5, K. Wada6

1 Department of Astronomical Science, School of Physical Sciences, Graduate University for Advanced Studies (SOKENDAI), Mitaka, Tokyo

181-8588, Japan
2 National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, Mitaka, Tokyo 181-8588, Japan
3 Institute of Low Temperature Science, Hokkaido University, Kita, Sapporo 060-0819, Japan
4 Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Aichi 464-8602, Japan
5 Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Meguro, Tokyo, 152-8551, Japan
6 Planetary Exploration Research Center, Chiba Institute of Technology, Narashino, Chiba, 275-0016, Japan

Astronomy & Astrophysics, in press (arXiv:1303.3351)

Context: In protoplanetary disks, dust grains coagulate with each other and grow to form aggregates. As these

aggregates grow by coagulation, their filling factor φ decreases down to φ ≪ 1. However, comets, the remnants

of these early planetesimals, have φ ∼ 0.1. Thus, static compression of porous dust aggregates is important in

planetesimal formation. However, the static compression strength has been investigated only for relatively high

density aggregates (φ > 0.1).

Aims: We investigate and find the compression strength of highly porous aggregates (φ ≪ 1).

Methods: We perform three dimensional N -body simulations of aggregate compression with a particle-particle

interaction model. We introduce a new method of static compression: the periodic boundary condition is adopted

and the boundaries move with low speed to get closer. The dust aggregate is compressed uniformly and isotropically

by themselves over the periodic boundaries.

Results: We empirically derive a formula of the compression strength of highly porous aggregates (φ ≪ 1). We

check the validity of the compression strength formula for wide ranges of numerical parameters, such as the size

of initial aggregates, the boundary speed, the normal damping force, and material. We also compare our results

to the previous studies of static compression in the relatively high density region (φ > 0.1) and confirm that our

results consistently connect to those in the high density region. The compression strength formula is also derived

analytically.

Download/Website:http://arxiv.org/abs/1303.3351, http://th.nao.ac.jp/MEMBER/kataoka/

Contact: akimasa.kataoka@nao.ac.jp
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Figure 4: (Kataoka et al.) Snapshots of the evolution of an aggregate under compression in the case of N = 16384.

The top three figures are three dimensional visualization. They have the same scale with different time epoch. The

white particles are inside a box enclosed by the periodic boundaries. The yellow particles are in neighboring boxes

to the box of white particles. For visualization, we do not draw the copies in back and front side of the boundaries

but only 8 copies of the white particles across the boundaries. Each bottom figure represents projected positions

onto two-dimensional plane of all particles in each corresponding top figure. The gray points in the bottom figures

correspond to the positions of the white particles in the top figures and the yellow points correspond to those of the

yellow particles in the top figures. Scales are in µm.
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Habitable zones around main sequence stars: new estimates

R. Kopparapu1,2,3,4, R. Ramirez1,2,3,4, J. F. Kasting1,2,3,4, V. Eymet5, T. D. Robinson2,6,7, S. Mahadevan4,8, R. C.

Terrien4,8, S. Domagal-Goldman2,9, V. Meadows2,6, R. Deshpande4,8

1 Department of Geosciences, Penn State University, 443 Deike Building, University Park, PA 16802, USA
2 NASA Astrobiology Institute’s Virtual Planetary Laboratory
3 Penn State Astrobiology Research Center, 2217 Earth and Engineering Sciences Building University Park, PA 16802
4 Center for Exoplanets & Habitable Worlds, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
5 Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de Bordeaux, Universite de Bordeaux 1, UMR 5804
6 Astronomy Department, University of Washington, Box 351580, Seattle, WA 98195-1580, USA
7 University of Washington Astrobiology Program
8 Department of Astronomy & Astrophysics, The Pennsylvania State University, 525 Davey Laboratory, University Park, 16802, USA
9 Planetary Environments Laboratory, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

The Astrophysical Journal, published (2013ApJ...765..131K)

Identifying terrestrial planets in the habitable zones (HZs) of other stars is one of the primary goals of ongoing radial

velocity and transit exoplanet surveys and proposed future space missions. Most current estimates of the boundaries

of the HZ are based on 1-D, cloud-free, climate model calculations by Kasting et al.(1993). However, this model

used band models which were based on older HITRAN and HITEMP line-by-line databases. The inner edge of

the HZ in Kasting et al.(1993) model was determined by loss of water, and the outer edge was determined by the

maximum greenhouse provided by a CO2 atmosphere. A conservative estimate for the width of the HZ from this

model in our Solar system is 0.95-1.67 AU.

Here, an updated 1-D radiative-convective, cloud-free climate model is used to obtain new estimates for HZ widths

around F, G, K and M stars. New H2O and CO2 absorption coefficients, derived from the HITRAN 2008 and

HITEMP 2010 line-by-line databases, are important improvements to the climate model. According to the new

model, the water loss (inner HZ) and maximum greenhouse (outer HZ) limits for our Solar System are at 0.99

AU and 1.70 AU, respectively, suggesting that the present Earth lies near the inner edge. Additional calculations

are performed for stars with effective temperatures between 2600 K and 7200 K, and the results are presented in

parametric form, making them easy to apply to actual stars. The new model indicates that, near the inner edge of the

HZ, there is no clear distinction between runaway greenhouse and water loss limits for stars with Teff <= 5000

K which has implications for ongoing planet searches around K and M stars. To assess the potential habitability of

extrasolar terrestrial planets, we propose using stellar flux incident on a planet rather than equilibrium temperature.

This removes the dependence on planetary (Bond) albedo, which varies depending upon the host star’s spectral type.

We suggest that conservative estimates of the HZ (water loss and maximum greenhouse limits) should be used for

current RV surveys and Kepler mission to obtain a lower limit on η⊕, so that future flagship missions like TPF-C

and Darwin are not undersized. Our model does not include the radiative effects of clouds; thus, the actual HZ

boundaries may extend further in both directions than the estimates just given.

Download/Website: http://www3.geosc.psu.edu/ ruk15/planets/

Contact: ruk15@psu.edu
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A revised estimate of the occurrence rate of terrestrial planets in the habitable
zones around kepler M-dwarfs

R. Kopparapu1,2,3,4

1 Department of Geosciences, Penn State University, 443 Deike Building, University Park, PA 16802, USA
2 NASA Astrobiology Institute’s Virtual Planetary Laboratory
3 Penn State Astrobiology Research Center, 2217 Earth and Engineering Sciences Building University Park, PA 16802
4 Center for Exoplanets & Habitable Worlds, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802

Astrophysical Journal, accepted, arxiv:1303.2649

Because of their large numbers, low mass stars may be the most abundant planet hosts in our Galaxy. Furthermore,

terrestrial planets in the habitable zones (HZs) around M-dwarfs can potentially be characterized in the near future

and hence may be the first such planets to be studied. Recently Dressing & Charbonneau(2013) used Kepler data

and calculated the frequency of terrestrial planets in the HZ of cool stars to be 0.15+0.13
−0.06 per star for Earth-size

planets (0.5−1.4 R⊕). However, this estimate was derived using the Kasting et al.(1993) HZ limits, which were not

valid for stars with effective temperatures lower than 3700 K. Here we update their result using new HZ limits from

Kopparapu et al.(2013) for stars with effective temperatures between 2600 K and 7200 K, which includes the cool

M stars in the Kepler target list. The new habitable zone boundaries increase the number of planet candidates in the

habitable zone. Assuming Earth-size planets as 0.5−1.4R⊕, when we reanalyze their results, we obtain a terrestrial

planet frequency of 0.48+0.12
−0.24 and 0.53+0.08

−0.17 planets per M-dwarf star for conservative and optimistic limits of the

HZ boundaries, respectively. Assuming Earth-size planets as 0.5 − 2 R⊕, the frequency increases to 0.51+0.10
−0.20 per

star for the conservative estimate and to 0.61+0.07
−0.15 per star for the optimistic estimate. Within uncertainties, our

optimistic estimates are in agreement with a similar optimistic estimate from the radial velocity survey of M-dwarfs

(0.41+0.54
−0.13, Bonfils et al.(2011)). So, the potential for finding Earth-like planets around M stars may be higher than

previously reported.

Download/Website: http://arxiv.org/abs/1303.2649

Contact: ruk15@psu.edu
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Characterization of potentially habitable planets: Retrieval of atmospheric and
planetary properties from emission spectra

P. von Paris1,2,3, P. Hedelt1,2,4, F. Selsis1,2, F. Schreier4, T. Trautmann4

1 Univ. Bordeaux, LAB, UMR 5804, F-33270, Floirac, France
2 CNRS, LAB, UMR 5804, F-33270, Floirac, France
3 Institut für Planetenforschung, Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt, Rutherfordstr. 2, 12489 Berlin, Germany
4 Institut für Methodik der Fernerkundung, Deutsches Zentrum für Luft-und Raumfahrt, Oberpfaffenhofen, 82234 Weßling, Germany

Astronomy & Astrophysics, vol. 551, id. A120, doi:10.1051/0004-6361/201220009 (arXiv:1301.0217)

The search for atmospheric signatures to establish planetary habitability and the presence of life might be possible

in the future. We want to quantify the accuracy of retrieved atmospheric parameters which might be obtained from

infrared emission spectroscopy. We use synthetic observations of hypothetical habitable planets, constructed with

a parametrized atmosphere model, a high-resolution radiative transfer model and a simplified noise model. Classic

statistical tools such as chi2 statistics and least-square fits were used to analyze the simulated observations. When

adopting the design of currently planned or proposed exoplanet characterization missions, we find that emission

spectroscopy could provide weak limits on surface conditions of terrestrial planets, hence their potential habitabil-

ity. However, these mission designs are unlikely to allow to characterize the composition of the atmosphere of a

habitable planet, even though CO2 is detected. Upon increasing the signal-to-noise ratios by about a factor of 2-5

(depending on spectral resolution) compared to current mission designs, the CO2 content could be characterized

to within two orders of magnitude. The detection of the O3 biosignature remains marginal. The atmospheric tem-

perature structure could not be constrained. Therefore, a full atmospheric characterization seems to be beyond the

capabilities of such missions when using only emission spectroscopy during secondary eclipse or target visits. Other

methods such as transmission spectroscopy or orbital photometry are probably needed in order to give additional

constraints and break degeneracies.

Contact: philip.vonparis@dlr.de
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Stars Don’t Eat Their Young Migrating Planets – Empirical Constraints On Planet
Migration Halting Mechanisms

P. Plavchan1, C. Bilinski2

1 NASA Exoplanet Science Institute, Caltech, Pasadena, CA
2 University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

The Astrophysical Journal, in press (arXiv 1112.1595)

The discovery of “hot Jupiters” very close to their parent stars confirmed that Jovian planets migrate inward via sev-

eral potential mechanisms. We present empirical constraints on planet migration halting mechanisms. We compute

model density functions of close-in exoplanets in the orbital semi-major axis – stellar mass plane to represent planet

migration that is halted via several mechanisms, including the interior 1:2 resonance with the magnetospheric disk

truncation radius, the interior 1:2 resonance with the dust sublimation radius, and several scenarios for tidal halting.

The models differ in the predicted power law dependence of the exoplanet orbital semi-major axis as a function

stellar mass, and thus we also include a power law model with the exponent as a free parameter. We use a Bayesian

analysis to assess the model success in reproducing empirical distributions of confirmed exoplanets and Kepler

candidates that orbit interior to 0.1 AU. Our results confirm a correlation of the halting distance with stellar mass.

Tidal halting provides the best fit to the empirical distribution of confirmed Jovian exoplanets at a statistically robust

level, consistent with the Kozai mechanism and the spin-orbit misalignment of a substantial fraction of hot Jupiters.

We can rule out migration halting at the interior 1:2 resonances with the magnetospheric disk truncation radius and

the interior 1:2 resonance with the dust disk sublimation radius, a uniform random distribution, and a distribution

with no dependence on stellar mass. Note, our results do not rule out Type II migration, but rather eliminate the

role of a circumstellar disk in stopping exoplanet migration. For Kepler candidates, which have a more restricted

range in stellar mass compared to confirmed planets, we are unable to discern between the tidal dissipation and

magnetospheric disk truncation braking mechanisms at a statistically significant level. The power law model favors

exponents in the range of 0.38–0.9. This is larger than that predicted for tidal halting (0.23–0.33), which suggests

that additional physics may be missing in the tidal halting theory.

Download/Website: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2011arXiv1112.1595P
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Figure 7: (Plavchan & Bilinski) Empirical distribution of confirmed hot Jupiters within 0.1 AU from the NASA

Exoplanet Archive, with the log of the exoplanet semi-major axis on the horizontal axis, and the host stellar mass on

the vertical axis. The distribution favors a model distribution for tidal orbital circularization as opposed to migration

halting interior to the magnetospheric accretion radius for a primordial disk.
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The Astrophysical Journal, in press/accepted (arXiv:1205.6769)

We report the discovery and confirmation of a transiting circumbinary planet (PH1b) around KIC 4862625, an

eclipsing binary in the Kepler field. The planet was discovered by volunteers searching the first six Quarters of

publicly available Kepler data as part of the Planet Hunters citizen science project. Transits of the planet across the

larger and brighter of the eclipsing stars are detectable by visual inspection every ∼137 days, with seven transits

identified in Quarters 1-11. The physical and orbital parameters of both the host stars and planet were obtained via a

photometric-dynamical model, simultaneously fitting both the measured radial velocities and the Kepler light curve

of KIC 4862625. The 6.18 ± 0.17 R⊕ planet orbits outside the 20-day orbit of an eclipsing binary consisting of an

F dwarf ( 1.734 ± 0.044 R⊙, 1.528 ± 0.087 M⊙) and M dwarf ( 0.378 ± 0.023 R⊙, 0.408 ± 0.024 M⊙). For the

planet, we find an upper mass limit of 169 M⊕ (0.531 Jupiter masses) at the 99.7% confidence level. With a radius

and mass less than that of Jupiter, PH1b is well within the planetary regime. Outside the planet’s orbit, at ∼1000

AU, a previously unknown visual binary has been identified that is likely bound to the planetary system, making

this the first known case of a quadruple star system with a transiting planet.

Download/Website: http://arxiv.org/abs/1205.6769
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Astronomy & Astrophysics, in press (arXiv:1211.3045)

We report the discovery by the WASP transit survey of a highly-irradiated, massive (2.242 ± 0.080 MJup) planet

which transits a bright (V = 10.6), evolved F8 star every 2.9 days. The planet, WASP-71b, is larger than Jupiter

(1.46 ± 0.13 RJup), but less dense (0.71 ± 0.16 ρJup). We also report spectroscopic observations made during

transit with the CORALIE spectrograph, which allow us to make a highly-significant detection of the Rossiter-

McLaughlin effect. We determine the sky-projected angle between the stellar-spin and planetary-orbit axes to be

λ = 20.1 ± 9.7 degrees, i.e. the system is ‘aligned’, according to the widely-used alignment criteria that systems

are regarded as misaligned only when λ is measured to be greater than 10 degrees with 3-σ confidence. WASP-71,

with an effective temperature of 6059 ± 98 K, therefore fits the previously observed pattern that only stars hotter

than 6250 K are host to planets in misaligned orbits. We emphasise, however, that λ is merely the sky-projected

obliquity angle; we are unable to determine whether the stellar-spin and planetary-orbit axes are misaligned along

the line-of-sight. With a mass of 1.56±0.07M⊙, WASP-71 was previously hotter than 6250 K, and therefore might

have been significantly misaligned in the past. If so, the planetary orbit has been realigned, presumably through tidal

interactions with the cooling star’s growing convective zone.

Download/Website: http://arxiv.org/abs/1211.3045
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Molecular line emission from a protoplanetary disk irradiated externally by a
nearby massive star
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Astrophysical Journal Letters, published (2013ApJ...766L..23W)

Star formation often occurs within or nearby stellar clusters. Irradiation by nearby massive stars can photoevaporate

protoplanetary disks around young stars (so-called proplyds) which raises questions regarding the ability of planet

formation to take place in these environments. We investigate the two-dimensional physical and chemical structure

of a protoplanetary disk surrounding a low-mass (T Tauri) star which is irradiated by a nearby massive O-type star to

determine the survivability and observability of molecules in proplyds. Compared with an isolated star-disk system,

the gas temperature ranges from a factor of a few (in the disk midplane) to around two orders of magnitude (in the

disk surface) higher in the irradiated disk. Although the UV flux in the outer disk, in particular, is several orders of

magnitude higher, the surface density of the disk is sufficient for effective shielding of the disk midplane so that the

disk remains predominantly molecular in nature. We also find that non-volatile molecules, such as HCN and H2O,

are able to freeze out onto dust grains in the disk midplane so that the formation of icy planetesimals, e.g., comets,

may also be possible in proplyds. We have calculated the molecular line emission from the disk assuming LTE and

determined that multiple transitions of atomic carbon, CO (and isotopologues, 13CO and C18O), HCO+, CN, and

HCN may be observable with ALMA, allowing characterization of the gas column density, temperature, and optical

depth in proplyds at the distance of Orion (≈400 pc).

Download/Website: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1303.4903v1.pdf
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